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Abstract

Messaging services are a useful component in dis-
tributed systems that require scalable dissemination of mes-
sages (events) from suppliers to consumers. These ser-
vices decouple suppliers and consumers, and take care of
client registration and message propagation, thus relieving
the burden on the supplier. Recently performance models
for the configurable delivery and discard policies found in
messaging services have been developed, that can be used
to predict response time distributions and discard proba-
bilities under failure-free conditions. However, these mes-
saging service models do not include the effect of failures.
In a distributed system, supplier, consumer, and messaging
services can fail independently leading to different conse-
quences. In this paper we consider the expected loss rate as-
sociated with messaging services as a performability mea-
sure and derive approximate closed-form expressions for
three different quality of service settings. These measures
provide a quantitative framework that allows different mes-
saging service configurations to be compared and design
trade-off decisions to be made.

1 Introduction

Messaging services are a useful component in distributed
systems that require scalable dissemination of messages
(events) from suppliers to consumers. Examples of mes-
saging service specifications include the CORBAR Noti-
fication Service and the JavaTM Message Service (JMS).
These services act as an intermediary between suppliers and
consumers and take care of client registration and message
propagation, relieving the burden on the supplier. Thus,

�This work was funded in part by Telcordia Technologies as a core
project in the Center for Advanced Computing and Communication
(CACC).

the supplier and consumer are not tied up in a client-server
type of interaction, but rather are “decoupled”. Different
distributed systems have different message delivery guaran-
tee requirements. Some systems might require good per-
formance (throughput) and be willing to accept best effort
delivery. Other systems might require strict message de-
livery guarantees. To satisfy these range of requirements,
messaging services offer a variety of configurable quality
of service settings.

If the requirements for a system, specifically the deliv-
ery guarantees, are well defined, one can attempt to deduce
the quality of service settings for the messaging service
by examining the delivery semantics provided by each set-
ting [7]. But if multiple alternatives are acceptable, a quan-
titative method is required so that design trade-off decisions
can be made. Literature exists on the performance mod-
eling of client-server [3] and producer-consumer [1] sys-
tems. For messaging services, the recent work [8] on per-
formance models for the configurable delivery and discard
policies found in the CORBA Notification Service is rel-
evant. Pure performance models, however, assume failure-
free operation of the components involved and compute per-
formance measures like throughput and discard probabili-
ties due to overflowing queues. However, failures of com-
ponents within a system could lead to performance degra-
dation. The level of degradation often depends on the fail-
ures that have occurred in the system. Also, in distributed
systems employing a messaging service, the supplier, con-
sumer, and messaging service can fail independently (due
to application software, operating system, or hardware fail-
ure) leading to different degrees of message loss. Thus,
the effect of partial failures [5] needs to be factored in to
yield a comprehensive evaluation of the system. Pure avail-
ability models on the other hand, only consider the failures
of components and compute measures like availability of a
system. Thus, to get a comprehensive picture, a combina-
tion of performance and availability models is needed. This
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concept was first proposed by Meyer and called “performa-
bility” [4]. Although, performability models have been pro-
posed for client-server systems [6], [2], performability mod-
els for a distributed system that uses a messaging service
have not been explored in detail. In this paper, we consider
the expected loss rate of messaging services as a performa-
bility measure, since it is affected by both pure performance
and availability of system components. We derive approxi-
mate closed-form expressions for three different quality of
service (QoS) settings - “best effort”, “persistent connec-
tions”, and “persistent connections and messages”. We then
show how the model can be used to carry out design trade-
off decisions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a brief background on the architecture of a typi-
cal messaging service and the internal settings commonly
found in these services. In Section 3, a performability mod-
eling framework for messaging services is developed. Next,
Section 4 considers the loss rate expressions when deadline
violations are not considered. In Section 5, the contribution
of deadline violations to the loss rates is discussed and in
Section 6, the overall loss rates (with and without deadline
violations) are presented. Section 7 presents an illustration
of the application of the framework developed in this paper
to other scenarios and Section 8 offers concluding remarks.

2 Background on messaging services

The logical view of a messaging service with a single
supplier and consumer is shown in Figure 1. The event

Proxy

Supplier

Proxy
Consumer

Proxy Supplier
Queue(PSQ)

Messaging service

Supplier Consumer

Event channel

Figure 1. Logical view of a messaging service

channel is the entity within the messaging service that prop-
agates messages from suppliers to consumers. Each sup-
plier connects to its proxy consumer inside each event chan-
nel while each consumer connects to its proxy supplier. The
proxy supplier queue (PSQ), one for each consumer, queues
messages bound for the corresponding consumer. The prox-
ies help to decouple the supplier and consumer. They also
make it possible for the supplier to be unaware of the ac-
tual number of consumers connected to the channel (mul-

tiple consumers is typical in a publish/subscribe messaging
service). This also helps isolate the supplier from failures
of the consumer(s) so long as the messaging service itself
is available. Suppliers and consumers can simultaneously
connect to multiple event channels. They just need separate
proxies for each channel they connect to.

As mentioned before, messaging services have a similar
set of configurable features or settings. The internal settings
relevant to this paper are:
EventReliability - When set to “BestEffort”, the messaging
service does not provide delivery guarantees. All messages
inside the messaging service will be lost if the messaging
service process crashes. When set to “Persistent”, the
messaging service maintains the internal queues and state
information in persistent storage.

ConnectionReliability - When set to “BestEffort”, connec-
tions between clients and the messaging service are lost
when any of them crashes and is then restarted. Also, if
a consumer crashes, the messaging service will discard
all events queued for that consumer that have not been
delivered yet. When set to “Persistent”, the messaging
service keeps retrying connections, ignoring temporary
failure indications, in the hope that the clients will come
back up. See [7] for details of the EventReliability and
ConnectionReliability settings.

OrderPolicy - Specifies event delivery order. For example,
in the CORBA Notification Service, this policy can be set
to FIFO (first in first out), Priority or Deadline. When the
delivery order is based on priority, events are delivered
in the order of their priorities, with the highest priority
event being delivered first. When delivery order is based
on deadline, events are delivered in the order of their
deadlines, with the event having the earliest deadline being
delivered first.

MaxEventsPerConsumer - The maximum number, k,of
events that may be queued in the master queue for a
consumer at any time.

DiscardPolicy - Order in which events are discarded when
overflow conditions arise in queues. Could be FIFO, LIFO
(last in first out), Priority, or Deadline order. When the
discard order is based on priority, events are discarded
in the order of their priorities, with the lowest priority
events being discarded before higher priority events. When
discard order is based on deadline, events are discarded in
the order of earliest deadline first.

Messaging services may be configured for the follow-
ing quality of service settings: (1) Best effort (BE): Even-
tReliability and ConnectionReliability are set to “BestEf-
fort”, (2) Persistent connections (PC): EventReliability is set
to “BestEffort” and ConnectionReliability is set to “Persis-
tent”, and (3) Persistent connections and messages (PCM):
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EventReliability and ConnectionReliability are set to “Per-
sistent”.

3 Performability modeling framework for
messaging services

In this section, we start developing our performabil-
ity modeling framework for messaging services, by ex-
plaining the two constituent models - an availability model
and a performance model. We will use the expected loss
rate associated with messaging services as a performabil-
ity measure to evaluate different messaging service con-
figurations and QoS settings. Message losses could occur
due to queue overflows and deadline violations (which are
performance related losses), as well as messaging service
or consumer process crashes (which are availability related
losses). Therefore, loss rate is a good performability mea-
sure.

3.1 Availability model

The availabilities of the supplier, messaging service and
the consumer denoted by AS , AM , and AC respectively,
have to be computed from detailed lower-level availability
models. When steady state availability measures are re-
quired, it is convenient to reduce the models to two-state
availability models [10] and derive equivalent failure (eq)
and repair rates (�eq). The two-state equivalent models also
simplify the derivation of closed-form solutions using a hi-
erarchical approach such as the ones used in this paper.

To illustrate, let us consider that the supplier, messaging
service, and consumer are running on separate nodes in a
network and that their availabilities are modeled by the con-
tinuous time Markov chain (CTMC) shown in Figure 2(a).
The availability model in Figure 2(a) considers two types of

γ
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τp
τn

τp
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eqγ

eqτ

1 0
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Figure 2. CTMC model of failure behavior - (a)
Full model, (b) 2-state equivalent

failures; the process crashes with rate p and the node host-
ing the process crashes with rate n. If the process crashes,
an attempt is made to restart the process. Restart completes
at rate �p and succeeds with probability c. If the restart is

unsuccessful (with probability 1� c), node repair that com-
pletes with rate �n is attempted. Node repair is also needed
when the node crashes. The steady state probabilities can
be derived as:

�
UP

=

�
1 +

p
�p

+
1

�n
(n + (1� c)p)

��1
;

�
PF

=
p
�p
�
UP

; �
NF

=
1

�n
(n + (1� c)p)�UP :

The availability is given by A = �
UP

.

The two-state equivalent availability model for Fig-
ure 2(a) is shown in Figure 2(b). The equivalent failure
and repair rates, eq and �eq and hence availability A can
be derived as:

eq =
�
UP

(p + n)

�
UP

= p + n;

�eq =
�
PF

c�p + �
NF

�n
�
PF

+ �
NF

; A =
�eq

eq + �eq
:

(1)

In this paper, we use the superscripts (S), (M), and (C)
when referring to the failure and repair rates of the supplier,
messaging service, and consumer, respectively. An overall
availability model for the whole system would consist of an
8-state CTMC representing all combinations in which the
supplier, consumer, and messaging service can fail and be
repaired. This model is shown in Figure 3. Each state is
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Figure 3. 8-state availability model

labeled by a 3-tuple (SMC) indicating the up/down status
of the supplier (S), messaging service (M), and consumer
(C), respectively. 1 indicates that the component is up, and
0 indicates that the component is down. Since we have as-
sumed independence, it is easy to see that the steady state
probabilities of all states of Figure 3 are as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Steady state probabilities for the 8-
state CTMC

State Steady state probability
111 ASAMAC
011 (1�AS)AMAC
101 AS(1�AM )AC
110 ASAM (1�AC)
001 (1�AS)(1 �AM )AC
010 (1�AS)AM (1�AC )
100 AS(1�AM )(1�AC )
000 (1�AS)(1�AM )(1�AC)

3.2 Performance model

We start with a simple performance model that does not
consider deadline violations. Since the failures are rare, the
queue within the messaging service can be approximated
very well by its steady state queue length distribution. Let
�N =

Pk
i=0 i�pi denote the expected number of messages in

the queue at steady state, where pi is the steady state prob-
ability that the queue has i messages. pk is the probability
of the queue being full [10]. For the performance models
in this paper, we assume that message arrivals constitute
a Poisson process with parameter � and that the message
consumption times are exponentially distributed with rate
�. Thus the queue is an M=M=1=k queue, where k is the
maximum number of messages that can be held in the PSQ.

We now proceed to develop the performability model. In
Section 4, we combine the availability model of Section 3.1
with the simple M=M=1=k queue performance model. In
Sections 5 and 6, we will enhance the performability model
to include the effect of deadline violations by using re-
sponse time distributions.

4 Loss rates without considering deadline vi-
olations

We now derive the loss rate equations without consid-
ering deadline violations. Different applications can have
different interpretations on what constitutes loss. The equa-
tions for the expected loss rates given below consider all
possible contributions to message loss. For an application
on hand and the interpretation of what constitutes a loss, the
relevant terms can then be picked to compute the expected
loss rate. Section 4.1, will illustrate this for an application
that uses a reliable messaging configuration [7].

In practical situations the failure rates of the supplier,
messaging service and consumer are very low in compar-
ison with their repair rates, and especially in comparison
with the message arrival and delivery rates. This observa-
tion allows us to ignore multiple failures since we can as-
sume that a failed supplier, messaging service or consumer
will be repaired before another failure occurs. Thus it is
enough to consider only states 111, 011, 110, and 101 of

Table 1. Considering all possible contributions to message
loss, the expected loss rates can now be written down using
state enumeration for the three quality of service settings:

� Best effort (BE)

LRBE = loss rate when messaging svc. crashes

+ loss rate when messaging svc. is down

+ loss rate when cons.crashes

+ loss rate when cons. is down

+ loss rate due to discards

= ASAMAC
(M)
eq

�N +AS(1� AM )AC�

+ASAMAC
(C)
eq

�N +ASAM (1�AC)�

+ASAMAC�pk: (2)

� Persistent connections (PC)

LRPC = loss rate when messaging svc. crashes

+ loss rate when messaging svc. is down

+ loss rate when cons. is down

+ loss rate due to discards

= ASAMAC
(M)
eq

�N + AS(1� AM )AC�

+ASAM (1� AC)�

kX
i=0

�
�

�+ �
(C)
eq

�k�i
pi + ASAMAC�pk: (3)

� Persistent connections and messages (PCM)

LRPCM = loss rate when messaging svc. is down

+ loss rate when cons. is down

+ loss rate due to discards

= AS(1� AM )AC� + ASAM (1� AC )�

kX
i=0

�
�

� + �
(C)
eq

�k�i
pi + ASAMAC�pk:(4)

In the above equations, we have considered that when
the messaging service is down, since the supplier cannot
pass on messages to the messaging service, the loss rate is
�. With the BE quality of service setting, the messaging
service will not queue messages if the consumer is down.
Hence the loss rate is again �. However, if the consumer is
down and the PC or PCM quality of service setting is used,
the messaging service continues to queue messages for the
consumer. In this case messages are lost only if the queue
fills up before the consumer recovers. This happens with

the probability

�
�

�+�
(C)
eq

�k�i
, given that the queue had i

messages when the consumer failed [2]. When the supplier,
messaging service and consumer are all up, with rate (M)

eq

the messaging service can fail, leading to the loss of the en-
tire queue ( �N messages on average) when BE or PC quality
of service setting is used. In addition, with the BE quality
of service setting, all the messages in the queue are also lost
when the consumer fails (at rate (C)eq ). In all three quality
of service settings, a message is discarded when an incom-
ing message sees a full queue (with probability pk). Note
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Table 2. Summary of reward rates

Reward rateState
BE PC PCM

111 �pk �pk �pk
011 0 0 0

110 � �
P

k

i=0

�
�

�+�
(C)
eq

�k�i
: �

P
k

i=0

�
�

�+�
(C)
eq

�k�i
:

pi pi
101 � � �

Table 3. Summary of impulse rewards
Impulse rewardTransition

BE PC PCM

111! 101 �N �N 0
111! 110 �N 0 0

that Equations 2, 3, and 4 can be obtained by considering
the states 111, 011, 110, and 101 in Figure 3 as a Markov
reward model [9] with reward rates and impulse rewards as-
sociated with failure transitions as summarized in Tables 2
and 3, respectively.

For illustration we take the failure and repair rates to
be the same for the supplier, messaging service and the
consumer. We consider that the availability model in Fig-
ure 2 is used, and assume that on the average processes fail
once in 10 days, and nodes fail once in 20 days. Aver-
age process restart time is 1 minute and node repair time
is 30 minutes. The probability c = 0:99. This gives
eq = 1:7361e� 06; �eq = 0:0015, and A = 0:9988.

Figure 4 shows the effect of varying the queue length k
for different input rates, taking the delivery rate to the con-
sumer, � to be 430 messages/sec. In all plots the loss rates
for PC and PCM quality of service settings are practically
identical. This is because the relative contribution of the
term ASAMAC

(M)
eq

�N to the loss rate is negligible. With
a low input rate (� = 50), the probability of the queue be-
ing full at steady state is very small. Hence the main reason
for loss in this case is when the consumer is down. With
PC and PCM quality of service settings, as the queue size is
increased the probability of the queue being able to absorb
incoming messages when the consumer is unavailable in-
creases. Hence the loss rates for PC and PCM are lower than
for the BE quality of service setting (although not signifi-
cantly). As the input rate is increased (� = 150), the losses
due to discards in a full queue start to dominate. Eventually
for high input rates (� = 300; 550) the losses are almost en-
tirely due to discards when messages arrive at a full queue,
and all three quality of service settings have the same loss
rate. It is also interesting to note that for a given consumer
delivery rate (430 messages/sec. in this case), when the loss
rate due to discards when the queue is full dominate the
overall loss rate, it is not useful to increase the queue size
beyond a point (around 25 in this case). This is because the

probability of a queue being full (pk) does not drop appre-
ciably as the queue length is increased beyond that point.
This optimal queue size, of course, also depends on the dis-
tribution (and hence variance) of message inter-arrival and
delivery times. We can extend the models in this paper
to consider correlated arrivals using a Markov Modulated
Poisson Process (MMPP), and service times with variances
lower than those associated with exponential distributions
using r-stage Erlang approximations.
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Figure 4. Effect of varying queue length k

4.1 Loss rates for the reliable messaging configu-
ration

To illustrate how the loss rate equations can be used for
different interpretations of loss, consider an application in
which the supplier retries delivery of a message if it re-
ceives an exception indicating that the messaging service
is unavailable, or that the queue inside the messaging ser-
vice is full. For example, the CORBA Notification Service
can be made to return the “IMP LIMIT” exception when a
supplier attempts to deliver to a full queue by setting the
RejectNewEvents setting to “true”.

With the above situation in mind, if the messages that
the supplier retries are not counted toward the loss rate, the
equations in Section 4 can be modified as follows:

� Best effort (BE)

LR
RM
BE = loss rate when messaging svc. crashes

+ loss rate when cons. crashes

+ loss rate when cons. is down

= ASAMAC
(M)
eq

�N + ASAMAC
(C)
eq

�N

+ASAM (1� AC)�: (5)

� Persistent connections (PC)

LR
RM
PC = loss rate when messaging svc. crashes

= ASAMAC
(M)
eq

�N: (6)
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� Persistent connections and messages (PCM)

LR
RM
PCM = 0: (7)

The expected loss rate is insignificant for the PC setting
in comparison with the BE setting. The losses for the BE
setting are primarily due to the incoming messages that are
discarded by the messaging service when the consumer is
unavailable (the term ASAM (1�AC)� in Equation 5 dom-
inates).

5 Losses due to deadline violations

When messages have deadlines associated with them, in
addition to the losses accounted for in Section 4, losses due
to deadline violations also need to be considered. The con-
tributions to the overall loss rate from deadline violations
may be classified as - (1) deadline violations at steady state
when the supplier, messaging service, and consumer are up,
and (2) deadline violations on failure of the supplier, mes-
saging service, or consumer. Note that response time dis-
tributions, rather than mean response times, are required to
compute the probability of deadline violations.

In order to evaluate the losses due to deadline violations,
we need a performance model that solves for the probability
of deadline violations under a particular delivery and dis-
card policy configuration of the messaging service. For il-
lustration, we will use the performance models presented
in [8]. These models give the unconditional distributions
of time to delivery (also called the response time distribu-
tion), FC(t), and time to discard, FD(t), for a message en-
tering the PSQ, under the configured delivery and discard
policy settings. As an example, Figure 5 shows the results
from these models with delivery and discard policies set to
FifoOrder. The distribution of the time to delivery or the
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Figure 5. FC(t) with OrderPolicy = FifoOrder,
DiscardPolicy = FifoOrder

response time distribution, FC(t) is a defective distribution
with the defect at t =1 equal to the probability of discard,
�D. Also, FD(t) = 1�FC(t). In Figure 5, the delivery rate
to the consumer was 430 messages/sec. Therefore, as the in-
put rate � is increased considerably beyond 430 events/sec.,
the number of discards happening at the front of the queue
increases. Therefore, an incoming message moves toward

the front of the queue quicker. Thus a message that does get
delivered, gets delivered quicker, but there is a higher prob-
ability that it will get discarded (note that the curves for
� = 600 and 800 cross). We next show how the response
time distributions can be used to obtain the loss rates due to
deadline violations in messaging services.

5.1 Deadline violations at steady state with no fail-
ure

In this section, for notational simplicity, we shall use
FR(t) = FC (t)

FC(1) = FC (t)
1��D

to denote the conditional re-
sponse time distribution of a message given that it is suc-
cessfully delivered (a non-defective distribution).

5.1.1 Delivery and discard without considering prior-
ity

When the delivery policy is not based on priority, the ex-
pected loss rate due to deadline violations (DV) at steady
state can be written as:

LRDV = ASAMAC [1� FR(d)]�(1 � pk); (8)

where �(1 � pk) = �(1 � p0) is the throughput at the
consumer at steady state, and d is the deadline associated
with each message. Also note that if new messages are
rejected when the queue is full, FR(t) = FC(t), since
FC(1) = 1 � �D = 1. The response time distribution
is non-defective in this case.

5.1.2 Delivery or discard based on priority

When delivery or discard is done based on priority, mes-
sages of different priorities have different throughputs as
observed at the consumer and also have different response
time distributions. Hence:

LRDV =

8>><
>>:

ASAMAC

PP
i=1[1� FRi(d)]�p

(pr)
i (1� pk);

if new messages rejected when queue is full,

ASAMAC

PP
i=1[1� FRi(d)]�p

(pr)
i FCi(1);

if discards within queue are allowed,
(9)

where FRi(t) =
FCi (t)

FCi (1) is the conditional response time
distribution of a successfully delivered message of priority
i, FCi(t) is the response time distribution for a message of

priority i, p(pr)i is the probability that an incoming message
is of priority i, andFCi(1) is the probability that a message
of priority i is eventually delivered (does not get discarded).
Note that when discards are allowed from within the queue,
an incoming message is always accommodated in the queue
(by discarding a message in the queue if the queue is full).
Once in the queue, this new message could suffer a discard
in accordance with the discard policy, before it is delivered
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to the consumer. Again, if new messages are rejected when
the queue is full, FRi(t) = FCi(t).

5.2 Deadline violations on failure of supplier, con-
sumer, or messaging service

We now consider the losses due to deadline violations in
the presence of failures, with each of the three quality of
service settings.

5.2.1 Delivery and discard without considering prior-
ity

Best effort (BE)
When the supplier goes down, the messaging service will
still be able to deliver the messages in the queue to the con-
sumer. These messages ( �N on average) would have a dif-
ferent response time distribution if, for example, delivery is
done on priority order or discard is done on priority or FIFO
order. This is because now there are no new arrivals into the
queue. Denoting the conditional response time distribution
of a successfully delivered message under this scenario by
FR;sf (t), the expected loss rate due to deadline violations
of these messages can be written as:

LRDV;sf = ASAMAC
(S)
eq [1� FR;sf (d)]

min

 
�N;

�

�
(S)
eq

!
; (10)

where min

�
�N; �

�
(S)
eq

�
is the expected number of messages

delivered before the supplier is restarted.
Persistent connections (PC)
When connections are persistent, in addition to LRDV;sf

of Equation 10, the loss rate (from deadline violations) of
messages due to consumer failure needs to be considered.
When the consumer is down, the queue starts to fill up and
discards can occur in accordance with the discard policy in
effect. When the consumer is restarted, the messages that
are in the queue will have a different conditional response
time distribution, FR;cf (t). The expected loss rate due to
deadline violations on consumer failure with the PC setting
can be written as:

LRDV;cf = ASAMAC
(C)
eq [1� FR;cf (d)]

min

 
�N +

�

�
(C)
eq

; k

!
; (11)

where min

�
�N + �

�
(C)
eq

; k

�
is the expected number of mes-

sages in the queue when the consumer is restarted (k is the
maximum queue size). �

�
(C)
eq

is the expected number of mes-

sages that arrive when the consumer is down.

Persistent connections and messages (PCM)
With PCM quality of service setting also, the terms
LRDV;sf and LRDV;cf need to be considered. In addition,
the messages that are in the queue at the instant the messag-
ing service crashes suffer a delay equal to the repair time
of the messaging service. These messages have a higher re-
sponse time and hence have a greater likelihood of violating
their deadline. Denoting the conditional response time dis-
tribution for these messages by FR;msf (t), the loss rate due
to deadline violations on messaging service failure with the
PCM setting can be written as:

LRDV;msf = ASAMAC
(M)
eq [1� FR;msf (d)] �N: (12)

Note that the distributions FR;sf (t), FR;cf (t), and
FR;msf (t) account for the recovery time distributions in ad-
dition to the (altered) queuing delays. They should also re-
flect the effect of the discard policy in effect. For example,
FR;cf (t) will not be the same if discards inside the queue
are done in FIFO order and LIFO order.

5.2.2 Delivery or discard based on priority

The loss rates for this case will be of the same magnitude
as those without considering priority. In the next section we
first discuss the magnitude of these loss rates before decid-
ing if they are significant enough to compute.

6 Overall loss rates with deadline violations

Considering that messages have deadlines, the overall
expected loss rate can now be written as:

LRBE;deadline = LRBE + LRDV + LRDV;sf

LRPC;deadline = LRPC + LRDV + LRDV;sf

+LRDV;cf

LRPCM;deadline = LRPCM + LRDV + LRDV;sf

+LRDV;cf + LRDV;msf : (13)

Although one can derive the FR;sf (t), FR;cf (t), and
FR;msf (t) distributions exactly, the contribution of the loss
rate due to deadline violations in the presence of failures
will be insignificant in most cases. Therefore, we can con-
sider the following approximations:

Scenario I

If the loss rates when the messaging service is down, con-
sumer is down, or due to discards (see Section 4) are con-
sidered while evaluating the loss rate for an application,
then, as seen in Figure 4(a), the contribution of terms such
as ASAMAC

(M)
eq

�N to the overall expected loss rate is
insignificant. When we consider deadline violations on
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failures, the terms LRDV;sf ; LRDV;cf ; and LRDV;msf (of
Section 5.2) are again insignificant. Thus we can use the fol-
lowing approximations for the overall expected loss rates:

LRBEjPCjPCM;deadline � LRBEjPCjPCM + LRDV

(14)

Scenario II

Consider that the loss rates when the messaging service
is down, consumer is down, and due to discards are not
considered (see, for example, the interpretation in Sec-
tion 4.1). In this case, from Section 4.1 we can con-
clude that the contribution of LRDV;sf to the expected loss
rate for the BE quality of service setting will be insignifi-
cant (since LRDV;sf is comparable to ASAMAC

(M)
eq

�N ).
However, with PC and PCM settings, the expected loss
rates due to deadline violations on failure, given by
LRDV;sf ; LRDV;cf ; and LRDV;msf are comparable to
LRPC and LRPCM , respectively (LRRM

PC and LRRM
PCM in

Section 4.1). We can however consider the following cases:
Case 1
One can argue that if the deadlines are small enough to
make the violations sensitive to queuing delays, the ex-
pected loss rates due to deadline violations will be domi-
nated by the term LRDV . Also, with such tight deadlines,
one is more likely to be interested in the steady state loss
rate when all components (supplier, messaging service, and
consumer) are working. Hence for the application in Sec-
tion 4.1 we can write:

LRRM
BEjPC;deadline � LRRM

BEjPC + LRDV

LRRM
PCM;deadline � LRRM

PCM + LRDV = LRDV

(15)

Case 2
Another scenario is that the deadlines are higher than the
queuing delays under failure-free operation, so that LRDV

is negligible. Then we are more concerned with studying if
the component that failed (consumer or messaging service)
can recover fast enough so that the messages can meet their
deadlines. Now, the expected loss rate due to deadline vi-
olations is sensitive to the repair time distributions of the
consumer and the messaging service. In this case we can
write:

LRRM
BE;deadline � LRRM

BE + LRDV;sf � LRRM
BE

LRRM
PC;deadline � LRRM

PC + LRDV;cf

LRRM
PCM;deadline � LRRM

PCM + LRDV;cf + LRDV;msf

= LRDV;cf + LRDV;msf : (16)

We can ignore LRDV;sf above, because with a dead-
line that is greater than the queuing delays, LRDV;sf � 0 .

LRDV;cf and LRDV;msf can be derived as follows:

LRDV;cf =

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

ASAMAC
(C)
eq [1� FR
Cr (d)]

min

�
�N + �

�
(C)
eq

; k

�
; no priority

ASAMAC
(C)
eqPP

i=1[1� FRi
Cr(d)]p
(pr)
i

min

�
�N + �

�
(C)
eq

; k

�
;

with priority

(17)

LRDV;msf =

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ASAMAC
(M)
eq [1� FR
Mr

(d)] �N;
no priority

ASAMAC
(M)
eqPP

i=1[1� FRi
Mr
(d)]p

(pr)
i

�N;
with priority

(18)

where FR
Cr (t) = FR(t) 
 FCr (t) is the distribution
resulting from the convolution of the density function of
the conditional response time given successful delivery�
dFR(t)
dt

�
with the density function of the repair time of the

consumer
�
dFCr (t)

dt

�
, and FR
Mr

(t) = FR(t)
 FMr
(t) is

the distribution resulting from the convolution of the density
function of the conditional response time given successful

delivery
�
dFR(t)
dt

�
with the density of the repair time of the

messaging service
�
dFMr (t)

dt

�
. Similarly, when delivery or

discard is based on priority, we consider the convolutions
for each priority class i and uncondition on the messages
being of priority i. Note that Equation 17 assumes that the
�

�
(C)
eq

messages that arrive during the time that the consumer

is down see the same recovery time. Although Equation 17
is an approximation in this sense, it is a good one when the
input rate � is much higher than the consumer repair rate.
At worst, it is a pessimistic estimate if � and the consumer
repair rate are comparable, since it says that all the �

�
(C)
eq

messages can violate the deadline with the same probabil-
ity, while in reality, only a fraction of these messages might
have violated the deadline.

6.1 Numerical illustration

This section illustrates the effect of deadline violations
on overall expected loss rates.

Scenario I

Let us first consider that losses when the messaging service
is down, consumer is down, and losses due to discards are
considered (Scenario I of Section 6). Then, to estimate the
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overall expected loss rate including deadline violations, we
need to use Equation 14. Figure 6 shows the contributions
to the overall expected loss rate as a function of the deadline
d, when delivery and discard order are FifoOrder, the input
rate is � = 400 messages/sec., and the queue size is 25.

In Figure 6, the loss rates for the “best effort” (BE) qual-
ity of service setting are shown. The LRBE plot is ob-
tained using Equation 2. LRBE is, of course, independent
of deadline d. FR(d) is obtained by dividing FC(d) (from
Figure 5(b)) by FC(1) = 1 � �D ; the probability of suc-
cessful delivery without discard. Recall that FC(t) is the re-
sponse time distribution (defective) and FR(t) is the condi-
tional response time distribution for successfully delivered
messages, for the particular delivery and discard policies in
effect (both FifoOrder in this illustration). LRDV is ob-
tained from Equation 8 and is the contribution of deadline
violations to the overall expected loss rate. The overall ex-
pected loss rate including deadline violations for this case is
given by LRBE;deadline (Equation 14). In this illustration,
the overall loss rate is dominated by deadline violations for
deadlines less than 0.06 sec. For higher deadlines, deadline
violations are greatly reduced and the losses are mainly due
to discards occurring when the queue is full.
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Figure 6. Expected loss rates with Order-
Policy=FifoOrder, DiscardPolicy=FifoOrder; k =
25; � = 430 messages/sec.

When delivery or discard is done based on message pri-
orities, Equation 9 should be used to estimate LRDV , to
account for the different response time distributions and
successful delivery probabilities for the different priority
classes.

Scenario II

If the losses when the messaging service is down, consumer
is down and those due to discards are not considered (Sce-
nario II of Section 6), as discussed earlier, we can consider
two cases. But since the procedure to obtain results for
Equation 15 is similar to that described for Scenario I
above, only evaluation of Equation 16 is considered now.
The methods for evaluating Equation 17 and Equation 18
are similar. We will now specifically illustrate how the
convolution term in Equation 18 can be evaluated.

Derivation of FR
Mr
(t) for the reliable messaging config-

uration:
For simplicity of illustration, let us consider that neither

delivery nor discard is based on priorities. With the reli-
able messaging configuration, there are no discards from
inside the queue. An incoming message will not be admit-
ted into the queue if it is full (probability pk, where k is the
queue size). If a new incoming message is admitted into the
queue and finds j messages in front of it, its conditional re-
sponse time distribution given successful delivery (also the
response time distribution in this case) is given by a (j+1)–
stage Erlang distribution [10]. Therefore, conditioning on
the fact that the message is admitted into the queue,

FR(t) =

Pk�1
j=0 pj

h
1�

Pj
i=0

(�t)ie��t

i!

i
1� pk

:

Next, the repair time distribution, FMr(t) of the messag-
ing service needs to be derived. If the availability model
for the messaging service is given by Figure 2(a), the repair
time distribution can be written down as follows (with the
superscript (M) for the messaging service):

FMr (t) =
(M)
n


(M)
n + 

(M)
p

(1� e
��

(M)
n t

) +
(M)
p


(M)
n + 

(M)
p�

(1� e
��

(M)
p t

)c+

�
1�

� (M)
n

�
(M)
n � �

(M)
p

e
��

(M)
p t

+
� (M)
p

�
(M)
n � �

(M)
p

e
��

(M)
n t

�
(1� c)

�
:

7 Applying the framework to other scenarios

The use of a hierarchical approach makes the framework
presented in this paper flexible. As an example, the ar-
chitecture for reliable messaging using the CORBA Noti-
fication Service described in [7], includes a “ping”daemon
that monitors the Notification Service and restarts it if it has
crashed. When such a daemon is involved, the polling in-
terval is a design parameter as well when optimizing for
high availability and minimizing deadline violations. For
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this case, the availability model in Figure 7 [2] (where it
was described as the availability model for a server with
cold replication) can be used. After failure of the messag-

γ
p

γ
n

τp τn

τp

c

(1-c)

UP

PF NFPFD NFD
δδ

Figure 7. Availability model with polling for
automatic crash detection

ing service due to process or node crash, the failure needs to
be detected by a “ping” daemon (states PFD and NFD),
before repair can be initiated. When cold replication is used,
in addition to automatic detection of crashes, a spare node
is also available. So the repair rate on node failure, �n, is
higher. This is because the messaging service can be failed
over to the spare node without waiting for time-consuming
repairs of the primary node. If the polling interval is T ,
the rate Æ can be approximated as Æ = 2=T [2]. The new

availability AM , (M)
eq , � (M)

eq and the repair time distribu-
tion FMr

(t) of the messaging service can now be computed
and used in the hierarchical framework developed in this
paper, without necessitating any changes to the models of
the supplier or consumer, or to the loss rate equations.

8 Summary and concluding remarks

In this paper, we considered the expected loss rates as-
sociated with messaging services as a performability mea-
sure and derived closed-form expressions for these loss rate
under different quality of service settings. We provided a
hierarchical framework while formulating the performabil-
ity model so that details such as application software and
node failures can be incorporated into the underlying avail-
ability models without affecting the upper level closed-form
loss rate equations. The quantitative framework provided in
this paper thus make design decisions and tradeoffs possi-
ble, thereby aiding the engineering of complex, messaging
service-oriented distributed systems.
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